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Matrix Series suffixed n/o/p, recorded by Cleveland Walcutt et al.

Introduction.

By now, most collectors will be aware of the very simple system of numbering the metal plates used for pressing
early gramophone records – i.e. the giving of matrix numbers.  The recording engineer or expert was asked to make
records in three sizes - 7", 10" and 12" and to number records in each size in three separate series.  He was given
three letters, known as  indicating letters because they indicated who had made the record and what was its size.
Thus Fred Gaisberg as senior expert was given the letters a/b/c while brother Will took d/e/f, and so on.  Thus 1234a
must be a 7" record made by Fred while 1234f must be a different 12" record made by Will.  Indeed, what could be
simpler than that?  Of course, until 1904 records had been given numbers to which each expert usually added his
initial unless it was already in use, in which case some appropriate substitute was made.  This system fitted very
comfortably across the whole Company – except in France.

The peculiar way in which the French Catalogue was organised has already been dealt with at some length in the
Introduction to the catalogue (issued on CD as CAT3) to which the reader is referred. Perhaps not surprisingly,
similar things can be said of the method of allocating matrix numbers.  The earliest French records were made by
Fred Gaisberg and, of course, numbered in exactly the same way as he numbered all his work.  The records were
made  for  La  Compagnie  Française  du  Gramophone,  a  branch  (founded  in  May,  1899)  of  The  Gramophone
Company of London and controlled from there.  The Sales Lists and Catalogues were numbered in exactly the same
way as with other Branches, with catalogue numbers starting at 30000 and ending at 39999.  The Branch however
was managed by Alfred Clark who seems to have had ideas of his own.  Between Fred’s departure in 1901 and
some time early in 1902, Clark must have decided that he was not going to follow the London procedures but would
do things his own way and make a completely fresh start, as though nothing had existed before his decision.

The changes took two forms – with the Catalogue he simply dropped all reference to the records made by Fred and
restarted from the beginning as if the previous records had not existed.  Thus Bands started at 30000 and Male Solo
Voices  at  32000, thereby exactly  duplicating every catalogue number previously used,  although naturally with
different matrix numbers.  In the case of the matrix numbers he decided that every French matrix number would
show its origin by displaying the suffix F (upper case), irrespective of record size.  His letter F was not an indicating
letter at all since it indicated only the Company and neither the size nor the expert who made it.  And whereas each
expert had used different letters for different sizes of record, in France the record size cannot be determined except
by checking it against the catalogue, since the same F applied to all threee sizes.

We know from an untitled typescript (quoted in Jerrold Moore’s A Voice in Time, page 36) that in 1899 Clark had an
assistant called Cleveland Walcutt who was cutting Edison cylinders at this time.  Walcutt became an expert for the
Gramophone Company and remained one until 1907.  By 1902, when the F suffix first appeared, Clark had aquired
the  services  of  another  American,  Charles  Scheuplein,  and  since  both  men  were  using  the  same  letter,  it  is
sometimes difficult to say which man made what records.  Many records seen however show the initials of the
expert written under the label but clearly visible – a bold flamboyant CW or a more reticent and smaller CS.  From
these and from correspondence one can usually determine who made the foreign visits away from Paris.

After the lapse of over a century it is impossible to discover the exact relationships between the personnel at the
Compagnie Française du Gramophone but surviving correspondence does provide a few hints.  It would seem that
Walcutt  regarded himself  as the senior  of  the two experts (and no doubt he was)  and had some considerable
influence on matters of who did what.  Thus, when it became necessary to despatch an expert to Brussels, it was
Scheuplein who was sent.  Likewise, with Scheuplein engaged elsewhere, when Clark asked London to provide a
third man for work away from Paris. London’s reply was to question why Walcutt could not be expected to travel,
and the request was refused because all the other experts were very busy.  In the same way, when operations began
in Spain itself, under the aegis of the French Company, Walcutt seems to have remained firmly fixed in Paris.
Without having sufficient evidence one gets a vague picture of a limpet on its rock!

Virtually nothing is known about Walcutt but in 1907 he was required to produce a list of his visits during the year.
This list is given in The French Catalogue (CAT3)(Introduction, page xiv) and shows a considerable change in
pattern, since he gives Spain, Holland, Belgium and North Africa as parts of his itinerary.  There was also some
concern about the quality of his workmanship, largely because he insisted on using a single horn when recording,
whereas the other experts could achieve much better results using multiple horns.  This was a serious problem and



London went so far as to assemble a collection of recommended high quality recordings made by a number of the
other experts, all using multiple horns, and to send the collection for him to hear.  The attempt at persuasion failed
to achieve its aim however and Walcutt resigned at the end of the year.

Scheuplein (1876 to 1921) was another unknown quantity –nothing more than a name – until this last year.  When I
asked at the EMI Music Archive if there were any papers that I might see the response was most welcome and the
man began to reappear from the shadows, still indistinct but as a real person.  These papers were used in preparing
the Introduction of MAT108 in this series of working papers.  Subsequent research by the indefatigable Hugo
Strötbaum has produced a wealth of detail including the dates of his birth and death, his family and even a copy of
his passport application, complete with photograph.  This material has been written up in the form of a long article
in the Dutch magazine De Weergever, 2008 No 3 (The Soundbox)(www.de-weergever.nl).  Alas, it is only available
in Dutch at present.

Scheuplein appears to have had problems in his early years, not all of his own making. The complete results of a
Spanish recording session once had to be junked because of poor quality.  The next Spanish session was reported by
Clark in Paris and by the Madrid Manager as being very good in quality but General Manager Birnbaum at Head
Office, London, took the trouble to listen to every disc in the series – and condemned them all.  It then became
known that Scheuplein had been given a recording machine originally converted from an old Edison player and
used previously by Walcutt  who may well  have carried out the conversion.  At this point,  in 1905, Birnbaum
decided to send Scheuplein to Berlin for further training under Darby or Hampe.  Scheuplein duly transferred to
Berlin in 1906 and remained there until November, 1909 at which point he moved back to Paris.  For further details
please see the Introduction to MAT108.

One other minor incident can be revealed since the humour of the situation still remains, while the no doubt angry
emotions of the time have long since cooled and vanished.  Scheuplein went toSpain on many occasions during his
stay in Paris.  He did not get on well with one Branch Manager in Madrid who regarded himself as the senior man
while Charlie was no more than the hired help whose job included tidying up and cleaning out the studio after work.
When the session ended Charlie packed up and left, but the Manager expected him to return the studio key and deal
with such things as the return of hired sheet music.  Having finished his own work and packing and finding that no
one had been sent by the Branch to take over the studio and the office work remaining, Charlie simply left for Paris
– and took the key with him!  The Manager’s response has survived – That man must never come back to Spain! –
If he does come back I’ll resign!! – None of the staff will work for him!!! – No artist will ever record for him
again!!!!  London was slightly sympathetic but made no changes to Scheuplein’s itineraries.

Perhaps a rather different comment might be repeated here.  The letter from London in reply to the news from Paris
read in part:

Mr. Scheuplein was a favourite with everybody who knew him,
and we naturally regret that he should have been cut off at comparatively
an early age.

George Dillnutt who took Scheuplein’s place is yet another expert about whom little is known.  After 1921, when
this matrix system was discontinued, Dillnutt was given the letters BS/CS in the new system and by the time that
that series becomes available perhaps a little more may have been discovered.

John D Smoot is similar although in his case his contribution to recording activity in Europe is very small.  He was
another American and I have heard it said that he was on loan to HMV from Victor.  He is mentioned in the report
which Will Gaisberg sent to the Company Secretary during the Great War:

“......that the American Recorder -(Smoot) who had been in
Scandinavia for the purpose of making the records for the Scandi-
navian Companies had returned to America without having made a
record - that he was full of complaints and threats against the
Gaisbergs and the Gramophone Company owing to their failure to
render him the assistance necessary for the work.....”

I was recently given a copy of autographical notes made by Harry O Smoot, some  fascinating reading on 79 pages
dealing with his long service with Victor  (http://www.davidsarnoff.org/sooyh.html ).  He does mention that there were
several Smoots employed by Victor but gives no information about his relative’s work in Europe.

As to the matrix triplet n/o/p itself, it can be summarised briefly.  It begins in 1902 under Clark’s new regime with
two engineers both using the suffix F but usually initialling their work where it can be seen under the labels.  Both
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7" and 10" sizes were so marked, as was the 12" size introduced 1n 1903.  When the reorganisation of 1904 took
place, Paris was allocated the letters n, o and p but France continued on its way with the single F series, although
about this time the F was replaced by either n or o or p, whichever was appropriate.  The introduction of the t/u/v
series for Scheuplein in Belgium and in Spain complicated matters somewhat and it is obvious that the factory had
no clear ideas as to how the letters should be used, so that 7" discs were often given the suffix n when the correct
suffix was in fact t.  These errors have been corrected (with some difficulty) and are noted in the listing.

It was not until about 1906 that the single series was split into three.  Further details are given in a note at the
beginning of the listing.  However, by the time of Dillnutt’s arrival in 1907 there were no longer any 7" records to
list so that the n series never existed as an independent series.

Dillnutt’s first  recordings were made in Cairo where the first  12" matrix was numbered 1p.  He made several
hundred recordings in the Middle East and then sailed to India.  The remainder of the series were all Far Eastern,
Indian,  Burmese,  Ceylonese and Indonesian.   The paperwork for  these locations is  still,  according to Michael
Kinnear, locked in a series of disused buildings belonging to EMI (India), a Company now independent of EMI,
except for a little Indonesian material still at Hayes.

It is appreciated that this series contains as many gaps as there are titles so that the question of whether or not to
make it available is a real one.  On the other hand the alternative is to wait until someone with a good knowledge of
oriental music comes along, and someone who combines that with an interest in the history of recorded music in
India – or China!  And that might take decades.

At least the file as it stands covers the European recordings fairly comprehensively and in the Oriental section it
does show what was the range of the work undertaken and where it took place.  Most of the names of the artistes are
known, together with the dates on which they recorded and how many records they made and in many cases the
catalogue and coupling numbers as well.   Someone may eventually decide that,  because the foundations have
already been uncovered, it would be interesting to build on them – and perhaps even reconstruct the whole edifice!

Alan Kelly,

23rd November, 2008.
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